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Invasion of the Domestic Space  

 America’s founding in 1776 was the product of colonial ideals, and the desire to capture 

the west and expand America from coast to coast. These ideals have evolved into to the victory 

culture that places America on top of every country in the world. The US involvement in the 

Vietnam War however placed a crack in this facade that has since caused Americans to question 

America’s role in International conflict. As America’s relationship to war began to shift Martha 

Rosler commented on this in her series Bringing War Home. In this series she reminds Ameri-

cans that while the war is taking place abroad, war is still present at home. An-My Lê also ques-

tions the role of America at war, but does so from her perspective as a Vietnamese immigrant 

displaced by war. Her series Vietnam and Small Wars address the separation of Vietnam and 

America on a personal level, as well as how Americans invite war to penetrate their home land-

scape. Because Americans have not fought a war on their own soil since 1865, they instead invite 

the war into their country through their televisions or reenactments controlling the way they al-

low war to penetrate their domestic space. Although Martha Rosler and An-My Lê began series 

about the Vietnam War, they took the same approach to also address the war in Iraq. While these 

artists create a powerful statement about America’s role in the Vietnam war and how Americans 

invite war into their domestic space,  the same cannot be said about their Iraq war pieces.  



 The Vietnam War brought with it a shift in the victory culture that surrounds American 

war involvement. However, this shift was not caused by the more overt violence presented in im-

ages to the public, but instead because these images were shown in living rooms every night.  It 1

is a myth that the media coverage of Vietnam lost the US the war. The popular opinion was that 

these freewheeling journalists were taking particularly violent and graphic photos in order to cre-

ate at negative view of the war. While there were cases of these photos that have become iconic 

of the Vietnam War such as Nick Ut’s napalm girl, John Filo’s image of the murder at Kent State, 

or Malcolm Browne’s image of a Buddhist monk lighting himself on fire.  These images offered 2

a look at the violence occurring in Vietnam, however the media at this time was extremely con-

servative which caused these images to be in the minority. Both Kennedy and Johnson were very 

cautious of bad press surrounding the war, and thus they took every opportunity available to cre-

ate the image of American progress. Particularly in the beginnings of the Vietnam conflict the US 

was striving to create an image of the romanticized soldier. The romanticization of war created 

an image of the brave soldier and an honorable death in combat. However, as the media contin-

ued to portray the accurate image of the Vietnam War the public began to see that in Vietnam 

there was no honorable death for US soldiers.   3

 The US entered Vietnam as advisors to South Vietnam to prevent communism from 

spreading from North Vietnam. The fear was that if South Vietnam fell to the communists that 
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the rest of South East Asia would also fall to communism. However the government established 

by the US was led by Ngo Dinh Diem who was a Western educated Catholic, which led the bud-

dhist community to revolt. Diem also gained absolute power and became a dictator, which direct-

ly opposed the American democratic policy. The US decided to lead a coup and overthrow the 

South Vietnam government, which shifted the role of the US from advisor to leader of South 

Vietnam.  4

 As the US involvement became the Vietnam War there was increasing division amongst 

Americans. This unrest stemmed both from the draft and the media coverage of the war. Addi-

tionally because the war was being shown on the news every night Americans were exposed to 

the realities of war in a new way. The footage that streamed onto televisions each night portrayed 

the atrocities that are always a part of war, but for the first time every civilian in America was a 

witness and American soldiers were also to blame.  The image of the American soldier was al5 -

ways one of victory and sacrifice in the name of justice. However, because the Vietnam War was 

shown on TV, the reality of war showed the American soldiers weren’t above committing war 

crimes. The murder of civilians in the name of victory over communism was no longer a sacri-

fice that most Americans were willing to make, and for the first time Americans began to truly 

question their government’s decisions. The Vietnam War is nicknamed the “Living Room War” 

because of the impact that television played in public opinion. It is the battleground of the living 

room and the invasion of the domestic space that shocked Americans more than the overtly 

graphic content on the television screen.  
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 It is in response to these issues that Martha Rosler created her Bringing War Home Series. 

The series is comprised of photo montages of clippings from magazines. Rosler used images 

mainly from Life magazine and would combine them with the luxurious interiors from the maga-

zine House Beautiful. In the series she combines an opulently modernist living room with Gia-

cometti inspired art and lush green carpet. Outside the windows the lush carpet meets a battle-

field and becomes a dirt landscape of severed limbs. The modernist statues appears to walk onto 

the battlefield which unites the scenes in a way that becomes unnaturally normal. In another 

scene a mourning mother is carrying her bloody and half naked infant up the stairs. The stairs 

however are in a high ceilinged airy living room with all white furnishings expect what appears 

to be a pile of bright balloons in the corner. This scene creates more of a blatant contrast between 

the Vietnamese person in the Life clipping and the American interior. In another living room 

scene Rosler keeps the original caption from House Beautiful which reads, “In a secluded vaca-

tion spot, privacy isn't a problem, so you go all out with glass, for view, light, and visual spa-

ciousness. Simple or no-pattern coverings, soft colors, and small-scale furnishings add to illusion 

of size. Blue of the ceiling and brown of the beams extend through the glass walls to the eaves 

from living room to the outdoors”.  The beams that extend out of the glass walls are met in the 6

midst of a battlefield. Here the glass walls cause a tension between the serene indoors and the 

chaos outside, they are a reminder of the separation between the war coverage in American living 

rooms and the actual war happening across the world. 
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 In this series Rosler reconnects Americans to the Vietnam War that was happening on the 

other side of the world. Rosler began this series because of her “frustration with the images we 

saw in television and print media, even with anti-war flyers and posters. The images we saw 

were always very far away, in a place we couldn't imagine”.  The portrayal of the Vietnam War 7

placed the Vietnamese people as the “other” far away in jungles living in huts very different from 

the American living room. Rosler addresses the lines drawn between us and them, here and there, 

and how it is an illusion Americans want to maintain as the country that is not the battlefield. 

This separation is purely artificial though, because while Americans seek to create space between 

the war and home their actions directly impacted the people of Vietnam.  

 Laura Cottingham, "The War is Always Home: Martha Rosler," Martha rosler: reviews & interviews, 7

October 1991, , accessed April 29, 2017, http://www.martharosler.net/reviews/cottingham.html.
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 The source of these war images is Life magazine. The magazine set apart 5-10 pages 

every week for coverage of the Vietnam War, however these spreads about the war were directly 

next to images advertising vacuum cleaners and television programs. The content of Life flows 

seamlessly together, and one page’s dead Vietnamese child was in direct conversation with the 

laundry detergent ad on the next page. Rosler’s collages take this conversation to the even more 

intimate setting of the living room. Here the artificial separation of American and Vietnam is 

completely removed as the two meet on the same plane. The work acts as a mirror to American 

society who was more concerned with a clean and well decorated home than the murders hap-

pening in Vietnam. Rosler’s combination of these images is particularly disturbing because it al-

ludes to warfare occurring on American soil and an actual reality from this artificial separation.  8

During the Vietnam War footage of the war entered into living rooms across America every 

night, and the atrocities of war became an American problem too. This invasion of the war into 

the domestic space brought the war home to America in ways that American’s had never seen 

before. While these images weren’t more violent than images from other wars, they were pre-

sented to the public far more readily than other images. In Rosler’s collages she utilizes these 

war images and places them into the windows of American homes. However this positioning “is 

less a design than a visual clue to the cognitive connection Rosler is making; these images of war 

are not imposed or forced into these living room, they belong here.”  The invasion of the domes9 -

tic space through television by the Vietnam War served as a unwelcome connection between the 
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war and the American people. However Rosler argues that this connection is necessary and that 

the separation between the war and home is completely artificial.  

 An-my Lê is a landscape photographer that uses her perspective of war as a Vietnamese 

political refugee. The first time Lê returned home to Vietnam after graduating from Yale, she 

went to photograph the people but instead photographed the limited connections she could still 

make to the country.  The images that resulted show the struggle of Lê’s desire to find belong10 -

ing, yet the inability to fully connect. One image is an all concrete interior with tall windows par-

tially covered by a chain link fence, in the middle are two folding chairs and a small folding ta-

ble. The sense of emptiness and interrogation create a charged emptiness that offers no answers 

for what the room’s purpose is, or that is once was a gymnasium. Another image shows a woman 

leaning in the doorway of a house, while two other women sit in front of the house all looking 

the same direction. The lack of eye contact in the photo as well as the distance from the subject 

position Lê in the role of passive observer and outsider. The images in the Vietnam series offer 

no reconnections from Lê’s displacement and show that photography can offer nostalgia but con-

jure a blend of falsehoods as much as they conjure truth. The landscapes produced in this series 

offer clues to the Vietnam War’s destruction, yet while some houses remain in disarray, Lê hints 

to the rebuilding and healing that has also occurred. In this series Lê penetrates the Vietnamese 

domestic space and displays people at home in their landscape, however Lê is no longer at home 

here.  

 After the Vietnam series Lê began to explore the concept of war from the American point 

of view and began her series Small Wars. Small Wars is a series of landscape images that show 

 An-my Lê, Richard B. Woodward, and Hilton Als, Small Wars (New York: Aperture, 2005).10



American war reenactors or “Living Historians” playing out the Vietnam War. Reenactments 

gained popularity in America after the end of the Vietnam War, once men were no longer afraid 

of being called on for active duty.  These clubs prize themselves on accuracy, yet their battles 11

take place just on the outskirts of modern life. The images in these series seem quite ridiculous 

when one takes into account that “using blanks instead of bullets, these men can easily spend two 

hours running around in the woods just out of sight of an Exxon gas station.”  The images in 12

this series appear at one moment to be historical documents, and then in the next moment are re-

vealed in their falsity. This conversation between accuracy and falsity is exactly the nature of 

reenactments. In one image light shines down through the trees to reveal the figures of blurred 

soldiers all dressed in camouflage. The soldiers in the image appear to the under fire escaping the 

enemy, and is reminiscent of the photojournalist’s images of war. However, under closer inspec-

tion the landscape of the image is revealed to clearly not be the jungles of Vietnam. In another 

image two soldiers sit on wooden crates, the man on the left looking shell shocked and exhausted 

is wiping his head while looking at the ground. The man to the right is calmly looking over doc-

uments, and appears to be planning the next move of attack. Yet the reality of the image is that 

neither man had seen combat that day, and instead of being tired from fighting for their lives they 

are tired from running around in the woods playing war. While there are only threads of accuracy 

in these images, they are not meant to be accurate.  

 The images depict how the Vietnam War is being welcomed into the American landscape 

by reenactors. While war is usually a subject for mourning, because the Vietnam War did not 
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take place in America, the relationship Americans have to the war is different. The Vietnamese 

people are not reenacting the war on Saturday afternoons, because they don’t need to reenact the 

trauma that attacked their country. While in America there are monuments erected to those who 

died in combat, and the artificial separation allows enough distance to be able to take the war and 

transform it into a game. Lê captures these war games in a style that is strikingly similar to that 

of nineteenth-century landscape. Her prints are almost all black and white, and their soft gray 

tones trace the landscape just like Timothy O’Sullivan’s early images of the West.  While O’13 -

Sullivan’s images live outside of the realm of fine art, he was capturing images of the West to 

tame the wild and welcome it into the rest of the country. It is because of the history of Lê’s style 

that it gets placed in the category of documentary and accepted as authentic. However, because 

of the nature of all photography this authenticity is entirely imagined, because the photographer 
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selects the frame. Lê’s frames show the relationship between the reenactors and their desire to 

experience war, because of their love for history or their desire to be the heroic American soldier. 

Lê’s work calls into question our motivations to make all photographs real evidence, and also our 

desire to bring the Vietnam War onto American soil and relive the battles in war games.  

 Both Rosler and Lê took these same approaches for their work addressing the Vietnam 

War and made the same commentary about the Iraq War. Rosler’s series House Beautiful: Bring-

ing Home War, New Series again takes images from House Beautiful magazine and superimposes 

images from the Iraq War. However in this series there are a lot more images than there are in the 

first series. While there are images of war in the windows of the room, there are also images of 

injured Iraqi people, wounded soldiers, and other objects related to the war inside the rooms as 

well. In this series there is also a focus on fashion and fashion models in particular, like Back 

Garden and Invasion. In these images models who were originally photographed walking down 

runways appear walking through explosions or in a garden filled with dead bodies. The fashion 

models do create a link from America’s fashion obsessed culture back to the war happening in 

Iraq, but they provide more of a distraction that inhibits contemplation. In Rosler’s first series of 

collages she only altered the images in the windows, or added one out of place image to the 

scene. This less evident alteration causes the viewer to search for what exactly is making the im-

age uncomfortable and what exactly has been altered. This close looking fosters contemplation 

of the image as opposed to getting lost in the stream of images viewers are confronted with each 

day. Because the Vietnam War was the first war to be shown on TV each night, the connection 

between the war and the living room’s domestic space was territory that needed to be explored. 

However Rosler’s new series of this work feels forced and doesn’t create a connection between 



the war and the war that is relevant to the war’s cause or coverage. Rosler’s first series was one 

of political activism, while this series feels like a forced attempt to remain relevant.  

 Similarly to Rosler, An-My Lê also created a series based around the Iraq War after her 

series about the Vietnam War. The series 29 Palms are images of a war training base in Califor-

nia. Lê describes the series by saying that she wanted to create a series about the interaction of 

war and nature, and also to create images that are different from the images of photojournalists. 

Lê wanted people to look at images of war without immediately condemning war. While Lê’s 

series Vietnam and Small Wars provide an intimate look at Lê’s relationship with the Vietnam 

War as a refugee and survivor, her 29 Palms series feels like an attempt to continue exploring 

war from a distance. The series does present the idea of how landscape is altered in war into a 

battlefield, however the distance provides no better understanding of the Iraq War. The work for 

this series is described as “Suspended between the formal traditions of documentary and staged 

photography, Lê’s work explores the disjunction between wars as historical events and the ubiq-

uitous representation of war in contemporary entertainment, politics, and collective conscious-

ness.”  While this work provides an interesting perspective of the war, because Lê is trying to 14

comment on the altered landscape of war, using a landscape that has seen no real battle creates a 

disconnect that is distracting.  

  Both Martha Rosler and An-My Lê explore the relationship between America and the 

Vietnam War through photographs. Both of these artists also call into question the authenticity of 

photographs and the role they play in connecting people to places and memories. Through 

Rosler’s photo montages America and the war happening in Vietnam are placed on the same 

 "An-My Lê: “29 Palms”," Art21 Magazine, , accessed May 05, 2017, http://magazine.art21.org/14
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plane and brought into a dialogue. The news coverage of the war revealed for the first time that 

Americans could also commit the atrocities of war and removed the romanticized image of the 

American solider. While later in An-My Lê’s work she addresses her relationship to Vietnam af-

ter leaving as a political refugee. Le then looks at how American war reenactors portray the Viet-

nam War and documents their reenactments. Both Le and Rosler depict how Americans portray 

war, and how the Vietnam War’s invasion of the domestic space in America brought war closer 

to home than ever. While both artist attempted to use the same techniques to comment not the 

Iraq War, Rosler’s images lacked the same vein of political activism, while Lê’s work lacked the 

personal connection to the war. However, the issue remains that Americans are allowed to make 

the choice of how war interacts with their daily lives. As opposed to other countries, Americans 

are inviting war to penetrate their domestic space through their televisions, as well as inviting 

war into American landscapes through reenactments.   
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